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Having said so…. And focusing our profession we are able to say that
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Ship Agents were here yesterday . We had a glourious pastAnd of course We are here in the Present
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Finally I am sure Ship Agents will have a bright future
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The oldest records we can trace from the Ship Agent profession are from the time when Noah following GOD  instructions embarked couples of animals in na ArchOne can say that without the Ship Agent activity in this case help the elephants would never survive as their ancestours mammooths. 



SHIP AGENT 
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But before talking more specifically  about the Ship Agents let´s have a quick look on the Shipping and Navigation History



Overview of Shipping and Navigation History  
 

• The first ship was probably nothing more than a log used 
to cross a stream. That journey may have taken place 
15,000 or more years ago and it was to be repeated 
many times in the centuries that followed. At some 
stage, two or more logs were fastened together to form a 
raft. A log was hollowed out to form a boat and paddles 
and oars were invented to propel it.   
 

• Later, sails were introduced- the first illustrations of 
sailing ships are from Egypt, and go back to around 5,000 
BC - and seafarers began to venture away from rivers into 
the sea. Probably the first ones to do so were fishermen, 
who had discovered that there were more fish in the sea 
than in any river.   
 



Overview of Shipping and Navigation History  
 

 
• Others went in search of new lands and different peoples 

with whom they could trade. At first they kept to the 
coastline, moving along it slowly and fearfully, for by then 
they would have learnt that the sea is dangerous and 
capricious and can turn from calm to storm within a few 
hours. According to one story, in 609 BC a Phoenician 
ship left Suez, intending to keep the coast to starboard, 
and four years later arrived back in Egypt, having sailed 
right round Africa. But eventually curiosity triumphed 
over timidity and at some point seafarers set out for the 
horizon and kept going until, behind them, the familiar 
coast had disappeared.   
 



Overview of Shipping and Navigation History  
 • Despite the uncertainties and dangers involved, it soon 

became apparent that trading by sea had advantages 
over trading by land. Land traders had mountains ranges 
and deserts to contend with and had to go miles out of 
their way to avoid them: ships could go more or less in 
straight lines. And ships could carry more goods more 
cheaply than horses and camels.   

• Move forward a few thousand years, and ships and 
seafarers had made the world grow smaller and less 
mysterious. The Polynesians had explored the Pacific, 
Norsemen had taken advantage of a change in climate to 
cross the Atlantic and discover Greenland and Labrador. 
Later the Portuguese rounded the tip of Africa and found 
a new route to the Spice Islands of Asia and Christopher 
Columbus tried to do the same by going in the opposite 
direction and found America instead.   
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Presentation Notes
Being a Portuguese I must admit that I have a big proud in reading the last paragraph and to highlight that this was the begining of the actual globalization. 



PRODUCERS/TRADERS 
• PRODUCE 
• LOAD THE GOODS 
• TRANSPORT 
• UNLOAD THE GOODS 
• SELL/CHANGE 
• ………………………… 
• BUY/CHANGE 
• LOAD THE GOODS 
• TRANSPORT 
• UNLOAD THE GOODS 
• SELL/CHANGE 
• PRODUCE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Producers (mainly farmers) were obliged to plant crop (produce) then to load…….. Travel with the goods and in other countries to do the opposite …………………………………..It was almost impossible to do everything and to be in several places at the same time. Reason why there was a need to find:



SPECIALIZATION  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

SHIP AGENTS 
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Presentation Notes
Someone from the fammily, a friend a confident person who could take care locally of all business which was carried before by him.Specialization and the begining of the Ship Agents, the Ship owners and the insurance companies.So the Ship Agent was the one that



A ship agent is employed to represent 
the interests of either the ship’s owner, 
the ship’s operator, or the cargo’s owner 
(consignee) while the ship is in port. 

SHIP AGENT 
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Trading products, arranging everything related to the arrival of the ship, organizing the discharging and the delivering, organizing the loading and dealing with all the receivements and payements. 



THE SHIP AGENT 

“The Ship Agent is the servant of the 
master and owners of the vessel” 

“The Ship Agent is the conduit through 
which almost all communication passes 

between the ship and shore” 
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Presentation Notes
Needless to say that in those time the power of the ship agent was enormous as he was the one controlling everything 
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Mainly the stevedording which was his best business. As times goes by the ship agent loosed the control of the stevedoring  who started to be performed by the terminal operators, concentrating their performance mainly in:



A port agent attends to the owner’s and 
ship’s business of husbandry, port 
services, such as repairs, bunkering, 
and assists the master with the 
organization of cargo handling. There 
are companies specializing in world-
wide services, providing co-ordination 
between ports, standardized fees and 
financial reporting. 

A husbandry agent attends to the non-
cargo matters of the ship, its crew, 
repairs, provisioning and supplies, 
classification surveys, etc. 

SHIP AGENT 
 

 
• Port Agent 

 
 
 
 

• Husbandry agent (ship 
manager) 
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How?



THE SHIP AGENT 
The Ship Agency profession is also split, primarily into port agents and liner 
agents. 

The port agent is the representative of the principal in a specific port or ports and 
is responsible to that principal for the effective and efficient movement of the 
vessel and or cargo through that port or ports. 

The liner agent will undertake the same duties as the port agent but additionally 
will canvass and secure cargo for the shipping line(s) they represent. The liner 
agent can also cover specific ports or a defined region. Many liner agencies are 
no owned by the major liner operators. 



THE SHIP AGENT 
The port agent will, amongst other duties: 

• Provide all statutory pre-arrival notices to the shore authorities 

• Make all necessary arrangements for the provision of services to the 
vessel before and during the port call 

• Ensure cargo is delivered to/collected from the port in good time 

• Where required arrange and oversee all husbandry and crew 
requirements 

• Request and secure advance funds for disbursements and pay same to 
contractors 

• Maintain regular communication with the vessel and the owner 

• Suggest options to enhance the port call  

• Deal efficiently and effectively with any other issues that will arise 

• Clear up afterwards, pay all the bills, send the accounts to the owner 
and hopefully get paid! 



PLANNING & COORDINATING 



PORT AUTHORITY 



Pilots 



TUG IN 

TUG OUT 



MOORING 

BERTHING 



CUSTOMS 



IMMIGRATION 



Port State Control 

 



Health Authorities 



SHIPYARD 
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Attending the ships and offering  different levels of services
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Ensuring all related to the cargo



CARGO SHIP CREW 

CRUISE SHIP CREW 
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Taking care of the crew



EMBARKING 

ASSISTING 
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Assisting the cruise ships and passangers
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Doing their best to
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achieve the goal of being sure by the end of the day when the vessel departs
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Talking about the present we must say that an important part of our business is still the operational side of the business. Taking care of the vessel, the crew and dealing with all authorities and Entities to guarantee a succefull call. We  have incresed other skills within the commercial side of the business and  nowadays this is probably our major asset.



Shipping brokers and agents may perform one or 
more  functions. the smaller firms tending to 
specialize in a particular function. The larger liner 
companies have development their own in-house 
departments with world-wide computer systems 
booking cargo and tracking ships. Many 
independent agents have become more 
specialized or have merged to form larger 
national or international groups. 

SHIP AGENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We became really  experts (I would dare to say sharks) in what concerns specialization And in 1956 Malcom Macklean changed completly the maritime transport of goods
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"the father of containerization". In 1956, he developed the metal shipping container, which replaced the traditional break bulk method of handling dry goods and revolutionized the transport of goods and cargo worldwide. He later foundedSea-Land Service, Inc., one of the pioneers in the intermodal cargo transport business.[1] McLean was named "Man of the Century" by the International Maritime Hall of Fame.Containerization (or containerisation) is a system of intermodal freight transport using standard intermodal containers as prescribed by the International Organization for Standardization(ISO). These can be loaded and sealed intact onto container ships, railroad cars, planes, and trucks.
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Presentation Notes
The container, the door-to-door concept  came in favour of the world globalization allowing  bigger distances between market and production with the cost of transport being reduced to marginal. 



SOME TASKS 
• Sales and marketing, acquisition of cargo, issuing quotations, concluding 

contracts in coordination with the shipping line. 
 

• Booking of cargo in accordance with allotments assigned to the agent for a 
certain voyage by liner. 
 

• All the necessary documentation regarding the carriage of cargo. 
 

• Taking care of all procedures connected with physical handling of cargo. 
 

• Managing all equipment stock in a particular area. 
 

• To sign and issue bills of lading and other transport documents. 
 

• To collect freight and charges on behalf of liner. 
 

• Delivery of cargo to the consignee. 
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The container changed completly and increased the workload of theShip Agents obliging to several different controls and also obliging the contact with hundred of different shippers and receivers



SOME TASKS 
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The work become more and more complex



SHIP AGENT 
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Presentation Notes
The new concept of the markets (the way the markets are now organized) obliged the Ship Agent to establish a strong network all over the world and disrupt in a certain way the dependence of a ship owner.



SHIP AGENT 
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We as ship agent started to build solid and trustable relationship with customers with the conscience that all our competitors have the same kind of products to sell them.Meaning that we concentrated our self in finding the proper solutions fitting our customers needs. 
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So our attitude changed a lot.  In spite being specialists in the maritime transport we started to concentrate much more on the service offered. We were obliged to make investments in hardware and software but at the same time we were obligesTo guarantee that there was a man behind the systems



LOGISTIC CHAIN (Door to Door) 
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And of course the next step was moving along the logistic chain making our profit bigger By adding value





Um Rumo 
• somos nós, Agentes de Navegação quem desenvolve o trabalho de 

convencer os armadores a escalarem os portos nacionais. Apresentando-
lhes novos projectos, sugerindo novas ideias, realçando vantagens 
comparativas e mostrando-lhes a potencialidade do mercado. Sabemos 
que o aumento da oferta estimula a procura 

 
• interessamos os agentes económicos, (carregadores e recebedores) para 

a potencialidade de fazerem fluir os seus produtos pelos portos 
nacionais, e a procurarem mercados, que pela facilidade de linhas 
comerciais estabelecidas, fiquem mais acessíveis. Sabemos que ao 
aumentar a procura estimulamos a oferta 
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To our customer products/goodsTo our principalsTo the market
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And what about the futureFirst I would like to say that the Ship Agents are already there because in fact we came from the future. 
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WHY? Because weHave exerienced the new type of making businessinvolving more peoplemore complex atmosphere More informationMore controls
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We realized that we should work all together combining our skills and needs in order to accomplish with the market requiresAnd this means that we were all obliged to
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Find solutions to change all the bureaucracy and paper/documentation  flows systems for electronic data and electronic systems allowing trade to work properly  just in time but complying with al the new requirements



ONE STOP SHOP 
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The need of one sop shop opened 24 hours only possible with everybody connected by a powerfull and harmonised system. 



THE ROLE OF THE SHIP’S AGENT IN MARITIME 
TRANSPORT 

SHIP’S 
AGENT 

Statutory 
Authorities 

Tugs/ 
Pilots 

Stevedores/ 
Terminals 

Other Port 
Services 

Shippers, 
Receivers, 

Forwarding 
Agents, 

NVOCC’s 

Surface 
Transport/ 

SSS/Road/Rail 

Other  
Contractors/ 

Social  
Services 

The Master and Owners/Operators 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I tried to explain you before we ship agents play a role in this business that liked or not is central in what concerns planning and information. In fact we are in the middle of a complex network of actors and the main information is provided by us such as arrival notice of the vessel, pilot requirement, tugs, berth, several supplies, manifests etc reason why we consider from long time ago ourselves as the real 



THE ROLE OF THE SHIP’S AGENT IN MARITIME 
TRANSPORT 

SINGLE 
WINDOW 

Statutory 
Authorities 

Tugs/ 
Pilots 

Stevedores/ 
Terminals 

Other Port 
Services 

Shippers, 
Receivers, 

Forwarding 
Agents, 

NVOCC’s 

Surface 
Transport/ 

SSS/Road/Rail 

Other  
Contractors/ 

Social  
Services 

The Master and Owners/Operators 
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The only difference was that we still didn’t know this magic word.However this window as in reality has alwas two sides. The interior and the exteriorThe interior being the virtuallity and the exterior the reallity. Some questions



SHIP AGENT – THE PORT SINGLE WINDOW 
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All this technology , virtuallity and data will change the work done by the Ship Agent? Is the Ship Agent an obsolet profession?Beside the commercial part of the business there is an issue which we should never forget. 
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We Ship Agents are always ready to where needed and 24 times 7 times 365 daysAnd on top of it our experience  gave us several tools enabling to handle all matter related to ship, crew and cargo.



THE ISSUES – NOW AND FUTURE 
• Lack of official recognition of the role of the agent and broker – no 
standing in law 

BROKERS: 

• Current financial crisis is affecting transport volumes, newbuildings, 
overcapacity, freight rates so there is downward pressure on broking 
earnings 

• Major future concern is if/when competition authorities look at broking 
commission rates 

AGENTS: 

• Regulators are putting more and more responsibilities on agents (ISPS, 
security etc) but owners do not recognise complexity or value of the 
agent’s work 

• Continued downward pressure on agency fees, both commercially and 
through.. 

• Competition regulations prevent the issuing of recommended agency fee 
scales by associations 



THE ISSUES – FONASBA’s RESPONSE 

• Proactively promoting the role complexity and value of the contribution 
of the agent and broker in all relevant fora and at national, regional and 
international levels 

• Supporting local member associations in their own discussions with 
regulator authorities 

• Developing global initiatives to protect the members and enhance 
awareness of the professions e.g.: 

• Promoting the agent as the “port single window” 

• Establishing the FONASBA Quality Standard for Agents and Brokers  

• Undertaking a global survey on port procedures 

• Commenting on, and actively engaging in, all relevant European 
maritime legislative proposals through ECASBA 



Agent as port single window 
• An initiative aimed at enhancing 

recognition of the role of the agent at 
the very heart of the port/ship 
interface and the…  

• added value of having a qualified 
agent receiving, collating, checking 
and despatching information between 
the vessel the shore 

• Paper to IMO FAL 36 and action in 
Europe. 

• Presentations at FAL 37 by Norway 
and Portugal show message is getting 
through – albeit slowly 

 

Current Issues – FONASBA 



 Current Issues - FONASBA 
Port Procedures Survey 
• Developed by FENAMAR in Brazil. Web-based portal to allow agents 

to upload information on procedures applied at ports.  
• Currently being populated with information by associations.  
• Clearly demonstrates lack of coordination of 

procedures/requirements etc. locally, regionally nationally 
• Useful tool to demonstrate the complexity of the agency function and 

therefore the value to the principal – we all know it, now we can 
prove it! 

• Results can be used by individual associations, ECASBA and FONASBA 
and externally  

• Interest shown by European Commission, DG-MOVE in support of 
campaign to harmonise and streamline port procedures – Ship 
Reporting Formalities Directive (2002/59/EC) 



Current Issues - FONASBA Quality Standard 
 

 In October 2007, FONASBA unveiled its Quality Standard 
for Ship Brokers and Agents. This is designed to set an 
internationally recognised set of quality criteria by which 
companies operating in the broking and agency industries 
can be judged.  

 Only companies that are members of FONASBA member 
associations can secure this standard.  

 Currently FONASBA associations in 15 
countries (Argentina, Australia, Belgium, 
Brazil, Croatia, Denmark, Finland, Great 
Britain, Japan, Malta, Norway, Slovenia, 
Spain, Sweden and the USA) are accredited 
to the Standard.  



GETTING INTO THE PROFESSION 
The rewards, tangible and intangible, in the broking and agency professions are 
excellent but it is not an easy sector to break into. Why? 

• Due to the nature of the industry, there is no established means of entry, 
i.e. broking and agency firms do not regularly publicise vacancies, 
participate in milk rounds etc. Potential entrants have to make their own 
way 

• Who you know still counts as much as, if not more than, what you know 

• Where to work – UK or overseas, major broking centres or ports 

• Relevant study and qualifications (both academic and vocational) will 
certainly boost your chances. Working towards ICS PQE is a significant 
advantage 

• Know the industry, research who is who and who does what 

• Consider joining local ICS branch as a student committee member, 
increases visibility, exposure to the industry 

• Internships are making a comeback, also boost CV 



  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do the shipowners allow or trust that one of this beautifull and expensive cruise vessels will be handled only by a system?And the cruis passengers do they care if a machine is the one taking care of them?And what about the customers. Do they rely and are100 pct ready to accept electronics systems to take care about their goods?And if by any instance something happens to systems communications? Who will  ensure that one of this beatifull ladies is treated as deserved. YES the SHIP AGENT was here Yesterday, is here  Today and a will be here Tomorrow.Finishing with the starting story. The Ship Agent. The Human Factor will be needed always. Systems are only tools.
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It is not a question of a fight between man and machine



Presenter
Presentation Notes
e Maritime is a experienced and professional man using a powerfull system to make sure that nothing wrong might happen to the maritime transport in EU and all over the world
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